[Monogenic forms of obesity: from mice to human].
The cloning of five rodent obesity genes has constituted a major advance in our understanding of body weight homeostasis. Breakthroughs in human molecular genetics have identified mutations disrupting either rodent homologue/analogue genes or genes involved in the same pathways in obese patients. Three rare cases of human morbid obesity of early onset associated with hypogodatropic hypogodanism are due to mutations in the leptin and the leptin receptor genes. These studies have confirmed that leptin plays not only a crucial role in the control of body weight in the human but also in several endocrine functions. Other Human obesity syndromes are linked to mutations in the genes encoding brain-expressed targets of leptin, particularly some key components of the melanocortin system. Patients compound heterozygous for mutations in the POMC gene display severe obesity of early onset, congenital adrenal insufficiency and red hair. Another genetic cause of obesity is due to mutation in the Proconvertase gene (PC1), the enzyme required for the cleavage of POMC into ACTH and alpha MSH, and also of Proinsulin to insulin. The subject compound heterozygous for the PC1 mutation displays besides obesity, a partial ACTH deficiency, elevated POMC and late post absorptive hypoglycemia due to the accumulation of high pro-insulinemia. Contrasting largely with these rare syndromic forms of obesity, several mutations located in the melanocortin 4 receptor gene have been showed to cause an early onset dominant form of obesity with no other associated abnormalities indifferent populations. These mutations in MC4-R could represent a "frequent" cause of common monogenic forms of obesity in human. More generally, these researches into human obesity have opened new exciting understandings in some of the pathways regulating body fat mass.